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Call Topic 
Multiscale modelling
Aim: to orient the material development from the early stages, including characterisation and upscaling, with the aim of improving the cost/performance ratio. Parameter-free density functional theory for understanding interfaces between materials, their performances under extreme conditions and their aging. Micro-models for chopped and continuous-fibre material with idealized microstructures where relevant properties are estimated from analytical or numerical (finite element) methods. Numerical and analytical macro-models to predict the structural integrity of components during expositions and fluid-dynamic calculations to understand the aerothermal behaviour and predict the gas/surface reactivity.
Processing
Several technologies are available in C3HARME (sintering and non sintering) , combination of conventional and novel processing methods.Selection of the resulting best processing routes dictated by the need for fast processing/cost effectiveness and performance.
Characterization assessment of the fundamental relationships properties / microstructure / process and validation in lab-level Scale up and testing of components aerothermal and mechanical conditions similar to those found in industry, coupled to a relevant size of the component to be tested. 
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